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Proof
Katie Grogan
I love going there in the summer. Maybe it's
the relief of the cool, crisp air -- such a contrast to the
heavy, yellow haze out of doors. In the room my skin
no longer feels stifled by delicate, frustrating beads of
summer sweat. Maybe it's the quiet darkness -- the
peace that comes with being alone, working on something completely my own.
When my eyes adjust hulking, vague forms
slowly emerge in front of me. There is an oversized tin
tub in the center of the room bathed in soft, innocuous
light. Three identical trays lie side by side on the floor
of the tub, each shallowly filled with chemicals. It
smells like rubber, vinegar, something I can't quite
place. The faucet runs serenely; its rippling mixing
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with the quiet flow of my breathing.
One by one, I pull shadowy objects out of my
bag:
Boxes of Ilford paper -- one glossy, one silk finish. I like the matte look of the silk paper better.
When the images appear they are somewhat muted,
cloudy. The subjects of the photographs seem to swim
under this murky pool, giving them a mysterious, aged
look.
A small white, rolodex-Iooking box -- it opens
accordion style, revealing slips of semi-transparent plastic. Each four-inch filter varies in color, beginning
with the palest, softest pink and ending in angry, pointed fuchsia. The deeper the color of the filter, the
sharper the contrast between the black and white components in each image. I always use the darkest filters;
the contrast between the blackest black and the whitest
white is crisp, distinct.
I grasp the magnifying glass with its gently sloping arm and choose a negative from the thick, black
binder containing all those I have ever developed.
I slip the chosen negative into the round, metal frame
and feed in into the enlarger. I place a purple filter
into the bellows above it and switch on the safe light.
A faint outline of the image is reflected on the table
and I trace my fingers around the barely visible forms.
I twist the dials and knobs until the image is clear,
well-defined. It suddenly seems to jump out of its
frame, ready to make a lasting imprint.
I gingerly open the silk box, reach into the black
bag inside, and pull out a sheet of paper. I set the fluorescent, glowing timer for several seconds and watch
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lih~vifiil~tlight pefi~ti'atr-~tb.' ~:ilkfibers. As soon as t];c'
inlitg~ liM ~~~kect dlfough, the timer halts the process
with in frenzied buzz. The light goes off and I am
again plunged into darkness.
I whisk the paper ()£f of the table and c@r@moniously drop it into the first tray, filled with developer.
Taking note of the stopwatch on the wall, I gently swirl
the white sheet in the solution. Twenty seconds lapse
with no change in the paper. Patiently it rides the current I've created, waiting for the right time to --- explode into mosaic fragments of black and
white.

.:

It's like watching a ghost emerge from beneath
the water. The eyes surface first, flashing as they settle
into the paper. Then the nose curls out beneath, followed by the feathering of the hands, the neck, the
torso. Everything melts into its proper place.
I pull the dripping paper out of the developing
bath and place it in the second tray. I crouch over the
floating photograph, examining its contents. The eyes
in the tray solemnly watch me back.
Before it can be hung on the wire to dry, it
needs to be placed in the bath of fixer. One time I forgot to do that and when I proudly carried it outside,
the image suddenly vanished, leaving me with an 8xlO
grey square of nothing. All that work rendered useless.
In just a few seconds, everything that I had created was
gone, as if the image had never been there at all.
"There was something there, I swear there was." But
no proof. My word against the blank sheet in my hand.
I am the girl who is always taking pictures. The
girl who furiously fumbles through her purse for a
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~~lm~ra at the mest insignific:ant, random mtilm~nts.
The girl who has some deep, involuntary need to take it
all in -- to remember it, to capture the people there in
that room and <:llaimthem on curling rolls of photo
negatives. Photos as doc:ttm snts. Ptol:lr. III Was there;
all these people are my friends. Look at us -- we're
having a good time."
My rooms at home and at school are similar in
one way: the walls are completely covered in photos:
There's my brother and I in the "boat" we made
using the box the microwave came in. There's my second grade class on Halloween; I was Little Bo Peep. I
was so proud of that hoopskirt and the womanly swish
it made when I sauntered down the hallway. That's my
grandmother on her wedding day; her father was a tailor at Marshall Fields and he lovingly made that highnecked, ivory satin dress. There's Katie, Emily, and
Carina in my backyard on the day of our high school
graduation. Our friend's band, North Bamboo is playing Rolling Stones covers in the background. Junior
Prom with John -- in another homemade dress. The
hem of that copper hued silk was positively shredded
by the end of the night. There's Vera, Julie, Amy, and
[elani at our first sixth grade mixer. Those frizzy bangs
we have are certainly something else. Vera's pregnant
now -- with her second child. The one in the homemade frame is of the kids I babysit for. Ryan, Molly,
and Sean made the frame for me using brightly-colored
buttons, yarn and craft glue. There's Liz and I. There's
another one of the two of us. There's another +we
were dancing in Austria together. She was such a bitch
on that trip -- best friend or otherwise, I'm scared to
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ever travel with her again. And then there are the Wes
pictures. Here we're at the Dunes (complete with the
furiously puffing Gary smokestacks in the distance) on
a sweltering day last July. This one's on the El
train -- he'd never ridden on one before and sat
smashed up against me in that uncomfortable plastic
seat, clutching my hand, wide-eyed as a little boy.
Apparently there aren't half as many people in all of
Lexington as there are in a single brown line train on
its 2 a.m. run. This one is from his birthday dinner -I took him to this funky French restaurant off of
Racine. Our waiter called us his "honeys," put in our
order with a hip and trendy flourish, threw his messenger bag fabulously over one shoulder and more or less
ignored us the rest of the evening. The wine was nicely bitter. I should really take those photographs down
now.
In the mornings when I slide off of bed and
groggily walk past my dresser, I can't avoid them. I
don't believe in throwing them away though -- it's
throwing away memories. Proof. Throwing away
proof that I knew this person. Throwing away proof
that I went places, did things and had fun doing them.
I just can't do that. I'd rather hide them away under
the red shag carpet in my attic than destroy them. It
might be calming for a moment to take a pair of scissors, to gleefully watch the pieces spiral dejectedly into
the wastebasket, but then I would suddenly regret all I
had done. I would want to take it back.
Sometimes the pictures save me that grief, sometimes they destroy themselves.
Last summer Wes and I took a whole roll of
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black and white pictures at the zoo. He captured me
running through the sprinklers, honking at the poor,
overwrought geese in the grassy mall, imitating a
giraffe. Snatching the camera back from him, I
snapped the shutter for a disturbingly lifelike gorilla
impersonation and his wingspan at the Be a Bird exhibit. I loved our stupidity. Unlike the hundreds of other
pictures I stowed in my brightly frivolous albums, we
weren't robotically posing. The enjoyment of the day
was genuine, not forced. For this reason, I was incredibly excited to develop the film. I didn't have the time
to do it myself so I warily left the roll in the care of a
Walgreen's technician. All that I needed was negative
development; I was going to enlarge the photos myself.
When I returned, I was told by the sassy, imposing
woman behind the counter that I "must have exposed
the film," as she handed me the entire roll, streaked in
bleak, oozing purple. I knew that they had ruined it,
not me and I was devastated. All those moments we
saved in the metal and lens of my camera -- those
moments in which I finally felt comfortable and natural
were gone. There's no proof that day even happened.
No proof that we were ever fine. I seem to remember
that we were, but the tangible evidence is now missing.
I don't really understand people. I do however,
understand photographs and the process behind them.
It's so much easier for me to connect with the face
floating in the tray. I don't have to prove anything.
Under the arm of the magnifying glass and the gentle
glow of the yellow light, the subject looks just as vulnerable as I constantly feel.
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Ghana
Sunny Widmann
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